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Context

Methodology
Lawrence Kohlberg is a moral development theorist in higher education.  Kohlberg’s 

theory is a hierarchical and sequential model that shows individuals moving through 

levels and stages of moral development. While Kohlberg’s theory has limitations, the 

results of many studies using Kohlberg’s framework demonstrate that as students 

progress through college, upper class students tend to show higher levels of principled 

reasoning than freshmen and sophomores.  Additionally, the college experience has a 

positive influence on principled moral reasoning (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). We will 

analyze all data collected and pay attention to any diversity-related issues. 

Academic dishonesty cases made up 40% of the 2009-

2010 judicial cases. To learn more about this issue, 

Judicial Affairs came up with a plan to identify the moral 

developmental level of students involved in academic 

dishonesty violations. By learning more about the moral 

development of students, we can formulate ways to best 

approach the developmental aspect of the judicial process.

The judicial process involves a student conduct meeting 

with the Director of Judicial Affairs to discuss the alleged 

violation, ethical and moral considerations, and potential 

sanctions. If the student if found in violation of the student 

conduct code, the student is offered a settlement 

agreement with details of their sanction. 

It is important that this process engage students at the 

appropriate level of moral development so that the student 

benefits from the experience and can use their increased 

sense of moral duty in future decision-making.

Feedback
A rubric based on Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development was created to 

identify the stages that might be applicable to the student. This rubric is to 

be filled out based on the student conversation with the Director. For each 

stage, sample statements reflect what a student might say if they were in 

that particular stage during the time of the meeting. The Director may 

identify all stages that might be applicable, and make a determination as to 

what stage is most accurate based on a holistic evaluation of her 

interaction with the student. 

We would like your feedback!

Please submit completed forms in the 
green box.

Thank you!
Judicial Affairs

Rubric
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As Defined by Kohlberg Statements We Might Hear in a Conduct Meeting
Stage 1:  
Obedience and 
Punishment

• Egocentric point of view • “It’s wrong to…”
• Authorities hold superior power • “You’ll get in trouble if...”
• Breaking rules is wrong and backed by punishment • “It is against the rules”

Stage 2:  
Individualism and 
Exchange 

• Individualistic point of view • “It was the right thing for me to do”
• Right is relative • “Just because one person thinks it’s right, another might not” 
• Fairness, reciprocity, and equal sharing are considered • “It wasn't fair to me”

Stage 3:  
Interpersonal 
Relationships 

• “Good Boy/Nice Girl” Orientation • “I've never done anything wrong, I’m a good girl”
• There’s a need to be good in own eyes and the eyes of others • “I don't want to disappoint my mom” 
• Intention matters • “My intentions were good”
• Shared feelings, agreements, and expectations take priority over self-

interests
• “I trusted that my friend was right, so I thought it was okay if I did it”

Stage 4:  
Maintaining a Social 
Order 

• Emphasis on obeying laws, respecting authority, and performing 
one’s duties so social order is maintained

• “Stealing or breaking the law is never right, I'm not making excuses
for what I did”

• Considers what is wrong, and explores the reasons why • “What would happen if we all did that”
• Considers fairness as a member of society • “It wasn't fair to me, but it's more important that it is fair for the 

community”
Stage 5:  
Social Contract and 
Individual Rights 

• Considers moral and legal points of view • “Everyone agrees to uphold the university's rules” 

• Conflict may exist because of the differences between values and 
societal expectations

• “I don't agree with this, but I understand the rules and the 
punishment”

• Aware of values and rights despite social constructs
Stage 6:  
Universal Principles 

• A sense of personal commitment to moral and ethical principles • “I believe in what I did and I would do it again"
• Justice, human rights, respect are supremely important and guides 

actions
• “I did it for the rights of others”

Theory
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